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There is a current drive towards enabling the deployment of increasingly autonomous 

systems in the National Airspace System (NAS).  However, shifting the traditional roles and 

responsibilities between humans and automation for safety critical tasks must be managed 

carefully, otherwise the current emergent safety properties of the NAS may be disrupted.  In 

this paper, a verification activity to assess the emergent safety properties of a clearly defined, 

safety critical, operational scenario that possesses tasks that can be fluidly allocated between 

human and automated agents is conducted.  Task allocation role sets were proposed for a 

human-automation team performing a contingency maneuver in a reduced crew context. A 

safety critical contingency procedure (engine out on takeoff) was modeled in the Soar 

cognitive architecture, then translated into the Hybrid Input Output formalism.  

Verification activities were then performed to determine whether or not the safety properties 

held over the increasingly autonomous system.  The verification activities lead to the 

development of several key insights regarding the implicit assumptions on agent capability.  

It subsequently illustrated the usefulness of task annotations associated with specialized 

requirements (e.g., communication, timing etc.), and demonstrated the feasibility of this 

approach. 

I. Introduction 

Currently there is a shifting locus of control from humans to machines for safety critical tasks in increasingly 

autonomous systems.  The demand for automation to perform increasingly complex and adaptive tasks in concert 

with humans forms a driving influence in the aviation domain. However, it is difficult to capture, even under current 

human-machine control paradigms, what exactly the full contribution of the human is, to the overall system safety, 

under nominal, off nominal and contingency conditions.  Thus, identifying high level safety requirements and 

constraints that inform basic systems design principles in allocating taskwork to teams of humans and automation in 

an agnostic fashion becomes an area of vital research.    These safety requirements and constraints can then be used 

either to assess potential systems which possess differing levels of autonomy, evaluate the efficacy of various 

(possibly dynamic) role allocation paradigms across a single system, or to engineer decision aiding devices, in order 

to enhance the collaborative human-machine decision making environment for all phases of system operation. 

The issues encountered in allocating the authority and responsibility for tasks and roles that were formerly 

performed by humans to automation in the context of a human-machine team lies at the core of technology transition 

problem (i.e., transitioning increasingly autonomous systems into the national airspace). Furthermore, the ability to 

foster teamwork between all agents in non-traditional role allocations is necessary in order to assure system safety 

and efficiency21. In particular, contingency management for increasingly autonomous systems is regarded as a 

critical topic:  Automation is commonly considered to perform well under nominal conditions, but poorly in 

undefined or unspecified situations, leading to a degradation of overall system performance, safety and trust. 

In this paper, the potentially fluid nature of task, function and role assignment amongst teams of human-machine 

agents is examined.  The ability to translate a task (and its associated modeling formalism) that is performed by a 

human into a behaviorally equivalent computational task (and modeling formalism) that is executed by a machine is 

illustrated.  A variety of human factors task analysis techniques and computation-based task modeling formalisms 

are examined for their suitability for this context.  They are assessed with respect to their capacity to represent 
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fundamental notions such as time, state attributes and compositionality.  Qualities such as flexibility and ease of 

translation also influence the selection process.    

The formal computational model can then be verified with respect to required properties, such as correctness of 

the task output or mismatches in the allocation of task authority and responsibility, often in a semi-automated 

fashion.  This yields insight into safety-specific requirements or constraints necessary to ensure the desired emergent 

behavior. This work is performed in the context of enabling a safe and efficient, increasingly autonomous, cargo 

transportation operation that uses a commercial aircraft in a reduced crew concept1.  Task-oriented safety 

requirements, or annotations, are then derived in this context, and their implications are discussed. 

 The next section of the paper provides a brief background of modeling paradigms, both for human performance 

and task models as well as computational task models.  Section III then addresses the idea of non-traditional role 

allocation in increasingly autonomous systems, and outlines several possible role-set combinations, along with their 

implications on authority and responsibility assignments.  Section IV then describes the selected modeling 

formalisms for the task translation task: (1) the Soar cognitive architecture23 and (2) the Hybrid Input Output 

Automata (HIOA)18 modeling formalism.  A reduced crew cargo operation example is described in the following 

section, as well as the contingency operation of an engine out upon takeoff 24.  The transition between the nominal 

takeoff procedure to the contingency takeoff procedure is modeled in both Soar and HIOA, and then verified.  

Insights and conclusions are then drawn in the final section, and future work is described. 

II. Background and Modeling Paradigms 

Performance modeling is a rich and diverse field, comprised of many modeling paradigms, which may be used 

for specification, simulation or analysis purposes.  The agent-based perspective focuses on modeling the behavior of 

individual elements in the system, with the resulting system behavior being an emergent property of the agents and 

their interactions4.  Each agent is a discrete autonomous entity, with its own goals and behaviors, along with the 

capability to adapt and modify these behaviors.   Agents are diverse (e.g., can be humans, computational processes, 

physical components, etc.) and heterogeneous decision making units whose mechanisms of interaction with other 

agents, along with their own behavior, must be clearly describable.  Agent based modeling is primarily used for 

simulation purposes and has been applied in the aviation and air traffic domain14,15.  It often employs game theoretic 

approaches8,19 and is used for design space exploration8.  

A. Human Factors Task Models 

Task models are logical descriptions of the activities or work to be performed in order for an agent to accomplish 

its goals.   Nearly all task analysis techniques provide, as a minimum, a description of the observable aspects of 

operator behavior at various levels of detail, together with some indications of the structure of the task, and are 

referred to as action oriented approaches. Other techniques focus on the mental processes that underlie observable 

behavior, e.g., decision-making and problem solving, and are considered cognitive approaches. Hierarchical task 

analysis is an action-oriented approach5, while GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection rules)6 is a cognitive 

approach. Task models and tools such as IMPRINT, may be seen as logistics models coordinating the resources and 

tasks, representing the individuals as nodes within the network of an organization9,10.  There are several cognitive 

architectures that examine detailed cognitive mechanisms.  The NASA human performance modeling project 

examined the ACT-R (alone and linked to IMPRINT), Air Man–Machine Integrated Design and Analysis System 

(Air MIDAS), D-OMAR, and A-SA formalisms in an aviation context11.  The Brahms agent-based architecture can 

be used to examine multi-agent collaborative operations.  In this framework, each agent is modeled around a belief–

desire–intention structure defining its own practices. The models of the performed activities are embedded within 

the agents, and detailed negotiation protocols must be defined to encapsulate agent interaction12,13. 

The work-models-that-compute (WMTC) simulation framework represents work as a combination of resources 

and actions, and provides a structure to represent how work contributes to overall system goals16.  The work model 

does not distinguish between task work and teamwork7, and changes in context affect the selection of appropriate 

strategies and decision actions.  This formalism allows for the modeling of work at multiple levels of abstraction, 

such as mission goals, priorities and values, generalized functions and temporal functions.   This enables the 

evaluation of emergent behavior at a system level.  This is an extremely flexible and promising architecture, but it is 

non-trivial to translate the work models into formal computational models, due to the informal nature of the WMTC 

semantics.  Many similar established modeling frameworks focus on teams and teamwork, yielding a plethora of 

tools and methods for modeling and/or simulating roles, the distribution of authority and responsibility within a 

team, and communication channels25.  These methods also lack formal semantics, and often do not adequately 

address the notion of continuous time and the dynamic evolution of the system. 
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The Soar cognitive architecture26 allows for the representation of knowledge as formal production rules, which 

are expressed in first order logic. This allows for an ease of translation to computation models.  Beyond most rule-

based systems, Soar enables parallel associative memory, as well as belief maintenance, preference based 

deliberation, automatic subgoaling and decomposition via problem spaces.  This flexibility, ease of translation, and 

compositionality was the reason the Soar architecture is used in this work. Soar also allows for adaptation via 

generalization of experience, or learning, which may prove valuable for future extensions of this work. 

B. Models of Computation 

Models of computation are as diverse and complex as human task and performance models.  Computational 

models include descriptions of their allowable primitive operations, as well as the associated unit cost with each of 

these operations.  Computation models include formalisms such as logic circuits, finite state machines (both 

deterministic and non-deterministic), Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), Turing Machines, lambda calculus and 

rewriting systems2.  

Due to their ability to model the dynamic transfer of control amongst human-machine teams, as well as 

incorporating the capacity to encompass uncertainty (e.g., human, environmental etc.) Partially Observable Markov 

Decision Process (POMDP) based methods for modeling increasingly autonomous systems have received much 

attention27, 28. However, since MDPs do not traditionally admit the notion of continuous time, these works have used 

very fine-grained discretization of time, resulting in large MDP state spaces, and prohibitive algorithm runtimes. To 

remedy that, continuous time MDP solvers29-32 can be used to compute adjustable autonomy strategies. However, 

issues of scalability, in regards to the inability to handle multiple human operators and the lack of implicit modeling 

of the agent’s changing responsiveness, rendered this formalism unsuitable.  

Finite state machines have been used to great effect to model computational agents33.  A finite-state machine 

(FSM) is a machine with memory. A FSM M = (Q,,,,,, F) executes a series of steps during each of which it 

takes its current state q from the set Q of states and current external input  from the input alphabet , and uses the 

transition function (q, ) = q’ to produce the successor state q’ Q and the output function (q, ) to produce 

 from the output alphabet .  The sets  and F correspond to the sets of initial and final states, respectively. There 

is a host of state machine based modeling formalisms, as seen in References (2,34).  However, they do not embrace 

a continuous notion of time. A hybrid automaton is a state machine that does not constrain the set of allowable states 

Q to be a finite set18.  A hybrid automaton admits the continuous notion of time to allow states to evolve either as 

continuous trajectories (through differential equations), or via discrete actions.  A hybrid input output automata 

HIOA allows for model composition, and thus scalability.  It is also input enabled, and admits the use of semi-

automated verification tools.  This formalism was selected for this work for these reasons. 

For the purposes of this work, the main point of interest is the emergent safety properties of the system.  The goal 

of the work is to capture what, if any, safety effect results translating a task performed by a human agent to a task 

performed by an automated agent.  The Soar cognitive architecture and hybrid automata model of computation are 

chosen for this purpose, due to their scalability and flexibility.  A description of these frameworks, as well as an 

example of a contingency operation, can be found in Sections IV and V respectively.  This next section addresses 

changing roles of humans and automation in the cockpit, and the task/function allocation problem. 

III. Changing Roles in Human-Automations Teaming  

The role of automation in the cockpit is changing; humans and machines will be interacting in novel and diverse 

ways under new concepts of operations (Conops) that take full advantage of the inherent abilities of both agents.   

Increasing safety and efficiency of pilot operations (especially single pilot operations) through the use of novel 

human-machine teaming paradigms is a subject of great interest. This section focuses on assessing overall system 

safety under novel task and human-machine role assignments in the context of reduced crew scenarios. 

A. Terminology 

For the purposes of this paper, work is defined as purposeful activity acting on a dynamic environment and in 

response to the demands of this environment35, 21.  The environment is characterized as the combination of socio-

physical constructs (including social, cultural and policy elements) essential to structuring the work dynamics, 

including relevant constraints22.  A task can be defined as a unit of work to be performed that requires specific 

information, resources (e.g., physical tools, processing power etc.) and/or interactions with other agents.  The task 

execution time may be state or sequence dependent (i.e., may depend on the preceding task executed and 

environmental conditions), and may vary depending on the agent(s) performing the task34.  A function is a specific 

goal or activity that can be accomplished through taskwork36.  Taskwork refers to the tasks that agents must perform 
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to achieve their goals37.  Teamwork refers to the work required for agents to coordinate the allocated taskwork, as 

well as referring to activities such as inter-agent communication along with monitoring other agent’s taskwork22. 

There has been a great deal of discussion surrounding the definition of the term autonomy.  The International 

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) defines an autonomous operation as “an operation during which a remotely 

piloted aircraft is operating without pilot intervention in the management of the flight”38.  Thus, in the context of this 

paper, the issue of whether or not all functions can be performed without human intervention is deferred by speaking 

of increasingly autonomous systems. In a looser sense, autonomy can be used to refer to an agent’s ability to 

perform a task independently.   

If an agent is assigned a task to execute, the agent has the authority to perform that task.  If an agent is held 

accountable for the outcomes of a task in a legal sense (e.g., through organizational, regulatory or natural means), 

then that agent holds the responsibility for accomplishing the task.  If the authority and responsibility for a task is 

not aligned (e.g., not performed by the same agent) monitoring requirements are necessary22.  Similarly, 

requirements for means of intervention may also be needed for safety critical tasks. 

B. Function and Role Allocation 

A major focus for increasingly autonomous systems is the concept of dynamic task or function allocation in the 

aircraft. The idea is that the automation should be flexible in the amount of support that it supplies, and thus allow 

the pilot to modify the task assignments between agents in an online fashion as environmental conditions change. 

The process of assigning the authority and responsibility for tasks or functions and their outcomes to individual 

agents, both human and automated, is referred to as task or function allocation. In addition, the allocation of 

taskwork functions then creates the need for additional teamwork functions to coordinate between agents.  These 

design decisions are made considering the capability of each agent, as well as the overall teamwork required22. Roles 

define the broad areas of responsibility and authority in a language that is understood by current aircrews and give 

insight into the intended interaction between individuals within the team. Roles define how tasks or work is 

distributed in the cockpit, clarify expectations for team interactions, and establish the baseline condition from which 

shared situation awareness will be derived.  

In this paper, several potential paradigms of interaction between the automation and the pilot were considered. 

The explicit roles considered for the automation were as follows:  (1) monitor, (2) copilot, (3) novice pilot, and (4) 

full pilot.  In the monitor role, the automation would perform no actuation tasks in the cockpit, and merely monitor 

procedure execution for off nominal or contingency situations.  In the copilot role, the automation added to the 

functions of the observer role by performing secondary actuation tasks, similar to those performed by a copilot.  

Note that this is the role selected for the operational example of the engine out on takeoff contingency scenario 

detailed in Section V.  The role of novice pilot involves the automation assuming partial responsibility for the 

primary flight control (e.g., throttle) and navigation of the aircraft.  The human performs primary flight tasks such as 

communications with Air Traffic Control (ATC), and mission oriented navigation decisions, while closely 

monitoring and providing guidance.  The full pilot role allows the automation the capability of executing the PF role 

at the same level of proficiency as a fully trained human pilot. 

Conventionally defining the term pilot flying (PF) as the agent designated as being responsible for primary flight 

controls in the aircraft (e.g., stick and surface inputs), and pilot not flying (PNF) as the agent not responsible for 

primary flight controls then the role sets fall out as follows.  In the first two role assignments, the automation is the 

pilot not flying (PNF), while the human is the pilot flying (PF).  The reverse is true of the latter two role 

assignments.  The point of these roles is to define general areas of responsibility during flight operations and 

intentionally reflect current crew resource management techniques deployed by human pilots.   Note however, that 

the human pilot is always ultimately responsible for the overall safe execution of the flight.  Thus, the pilot should 

be capable of overriding the automation to take control back from the aircraft if the automation is acting in an 

undesired manner.  

The role sets describe roles only in the terms of responsibility for flight controls. In reality, operations are far 

more complex – there are a variety of types of tasks that are performed that must be addressed.  These tasks can then 

be distributed among the role sets. However, in the case of an off nominal or contingency situation, the human could 

take any of the functions (or groups of functions) back from the automation. The utility of both the role sets and the 

functional groups is that they provide the pilot with multiple means of reassigning tasks both prior to and during 

flight. Ultimately, these role sets and functional groupings address the management of cockpit complexity, and are 

only of utility if they aid in this goal.  Transferring tasks between the pilot and automation is not a trivial process, 

and involves changes in interactions among agents and information requirements.  Further study must be done to 

determine what the feasible (and possibly optimal) role sets may be. 
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In this work, the automation is assigned the role of copilot in the engine out on takeoff contingency example.  

Both the pilot and copilot actions for the nominal takeoff and engine out on takeoff procedures are modeled in the 

Soar and HIOA frameworks, then verified in Section V.  But first, the Soar and HIOA frameworks are described 

next in Section IV. 

IV. Task Modeling: Soar and HIOA 

The Soar cognitive architecture and the HIOA modeling formalism possess several common properties. They are 

both flexible and scalable frameworks, and have associated automated toolsets.  They are mature frameworks, with a 

broad user community, enabling the sharing of models and development of new capabilities.  Details of both these 

formalisms are provided below.  

A. Soar Cognitive Architecture 

A cognitive architecture possess: (1) memories for storing knowledge, (2) processing units that extract, select, 

combine, and store knowledge, and (3) languages for representing the knowledge that is stored and processed.  Soar 

supports two forms of memory:  short-term memory and long-term memory.  Long-term memory (LTM) can be 

procedural knowledge encoded as rules, semantic knowledge encoded as declarative structures, and episodic 

knowledge encoded as episodes. Short-term or working memory (WM) is encoded as a symbolic graph structure so 

that objects can be represented with properties and relations. Symbolic short-term memory holds the agent’s 

assessment of the current situation derived from perception and via retrieval of knowledge from its long-term 

memory. Action in an environment occurs through creation of motor commands in a buffer in short-term memory. 

The decision procedure then selects operators and detects impasses39.   

Soar has four architectural learning mechanisms: (1) Chunking, (2) Reinforcement learning, (3) Episodic 

learning, and (4) Semantic learning. Chunking automatically creates new rules in LTM whenever results are 

generated from an impasse. It speeds up performance and moves more deliberate knowledge retrieved in a substate 

up to a state where it can be used reactively. The new rules map the relevant pre-impasse WM elements into WM 

changes that prevent that impasse in similar future situations. Reinforcement learning adjusts the values of 

preferences for operators. Episodic learning stores a history of experiences, while semantic learning captures more 

abstract declarative statements26.  

 
Figure 1 Soar Cognitive Architecture26 

Basic structures supported by the Soar architecture include states (information about the current situation, goals 

and problem spaces), and operators (means for taking steps in problem spaces).  In Soar, short-term memory is 

organized as graph structures in states.  Each state is denoted by a unique identifier, and possesses attributes, which 

then have a range of values.  The Perception/Motor Interface in the Soar architecture is the mechanism for defining 
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mappings from the external world to the internal representation in short-term memory, and from the internal 

representation back out to action in the external world40. 

Soar production rules, that are stored in episodic memory, are specified as follows: 

 

sp{Name_of_Rule(state <s> ^type state)

®

(write | output | ) (halt))}

                                                              (1) 

 

The rules are specified in the form of condition-action pairs, with each condition (on the top) or action (on the 

bottom) enclosed in parentheses and an implication symbol separating the group of conditions from the group of 

actions.  Multiple conditions are permitted, as are multiple actions (as seen in Equation 1).  The rule commences 

with “sp” to indicate it is a Soar production rule, and the body of the rule is always contained in parentheses.  The 

rule is assigned an identifier (in this case, Name_of_Rule), and then the condition for the rule to fire is enumerated 

(in this case, that there exists a state variable s of type state). Vertical bars “|” indicate constants with text characters, 

while the symbols “<” and “>” enclose variables. A variable can match an identifier, an attribute, or a value, 

depending on its position in a condition – if it is first in a condition it will match the identifier, in the second position 

it will match the attribute, and in third it will match the value. The first condition always begins with the identifier 

state.  Attributes function as links between identifiers and values, are denoted by the “^” notation, that is, the 

variable s can have an attribute (or characteristic) type. Note that when every Soar agent is created, it has (s1 ^type 

state) in working memory, which signifies that the agent does exist. Thus, the condition represented in the 

production rule in Equation (1) tests whether there is an identifier that possesses a value “state” (i.e., does the agent 

exist).  If the condition is true, then the following actions are taken:  the word “output” is printed in the interaction 

window, and then the agent is halted.  The Soar cognitive architecture is used in this work because has architectural 

support for operators and problems spaces; higher level, abstract representations not directly supported in other rule-

based systems. The result is that the Soar cognitive architecture scales much better (in both performance and the 

manageability of the knowledge base) than most rule-based systems, and requires fewer rules for sufficiently 

complex applications39.  A key feature is that Soar supports notions of continuous time, as well as both the discrete 

and continuous evolution of system state and action application. 

B. Hybrid Input Output Automata 

A hybrid input output automata is a non-deterministic state machine that can possess an infinite number of states.  

An HIOA possesses state variables, which describe its system state, and may also have additional input variables 

and output variables.  The HIOA changes state in two fashions: instantaneously through the occurrence of a discrete 

action, or continuously via the evolution of time.  A discrete transition is defined via a triple, containing the system 

state, an action, and a target state.  The continuous evolution of the system state is defined via system trajectories, 

which encapsulate the change in state variables over time, as well as input or output variables.  These trajectories 

may be discontinuous functions18,34.  

More formally, let V be the set of variables of automaton A. Each v  V is associated with a (static) type that is 

the set of values v can assume. A valuation v for V is a function that associates each variable v  V to a value in type 

(v). The set of all valuations of V is denoted by Val (V). A restriction of v to a subset of variables S  V is denoted 

by v.S.  A trajectory  of V is a mapping : Jval(V), where J is a left closed interval of time. The domain of  is the 

interval J and is denoted by .dom. The first time of  is the infimum of .dom, also written as .ftime.   If  .dom is 

right closed then  is closed and its limit time is the supremum of .dom, also written as .ltime.  Each variable v  V 

is also associated with a dynamic type  (or dtype) which is the set of trajectories that v may follow. Dynamic type 

dtype (v) of a discrete variable v is the pasting closure of continuous constant functions from left closed intervals of 

time to type(v). 

Thus, a hybrid I/O automaton A consists of:  

1. A set V of variables, partitioned into internal X, input U, and output variables Y. The internal variables are 

also called state variables. The set W = U  Y is the set of external variables.  

2. A set A of actions, partitioned into internal H, input I, and output actions O. 

3. A set of states Q  val(X). 

4. A non-empty set of start states   Q. 

5. A set of discrete transitions D  Q×A×Q.  A transition (x, a, x’)  D is written in short as xx’. 
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6. A set of trajectories T for V, such that for every trajectory  in T and t  .dom,  (t).X  Q and T is closed 

under prefix, suffix, and concatenation. The first state (0).X  of the trajectory is denoted by .fstate . If 

.dom is finite then .lstate =  (.ltime).X. 

 

Further, the HIOA A is: (1) input action enabled, that is, it cannot block input actions, and (2) input trajectory 

enabled, that is, it accepts any trajectory of the input variables either by allowing time to progress for the entire 

length of the trajectory or by reacting with some internal action prior to that point. An invariant property S of the 

HIOA A is a condition on V that remains true in all reachable states of A. The structure of HIOA allows systematic 

proof of invariants. An invariant S is either derived from other invariants or proved by induction on the length of a 

closed execution of A as follows: 

1. Base step: S(s)  is true for all s   , 

2. Induction step: (a) discrete part: for every discrete transition ss’, I(s) implies I(s’), and (b) continuous part: 

for any closed trajectory   T, with .fstate = s  and .lstate = s’, I(s) implies I(s’). 

This structure is particularly helpful in organizing large, complex proofs and for automating invariant proofs in a 

theorem prover.  The goal of this work is to create task models of procedures in the Soar cognitive architecture that 

is agnostic to which agent, either human or automation, is executing the task. Then, a translation from the readable 

and reviewable Soar cognitive architecture model is undertaken into the HIOA modeling formalism, whereby 

invariant properties of the models can be checked in a semi-automated fashion. The HIOA framework can then be 

used to prove properties over the composed task models that form a procedure.  Properties such as agreement 

(between agents), validity (in task outputs), integrity (of task outputs), and task termination properties can be 

verified.  This approach is next illustrated in Section V, in the context of a nominal takeoff procedure and an engine 

out on takeoff contingency procedure, for which partial Soar and HIOA models are presented. 

V. Case Study: Engine Out on Takeoff Contingency Operational Scenario 

For illustrative purposes, consider the scenario of a large cargo aircraft (such as a Boeing 737) during takeoff 

which experiences an engine failure, whereby the engine is delivering insufficient power after the aircraft brakes 

have been released, but before the aircraft takeoff has been successfully completed.  Prior to takeoff, the speed V1 is 

calculated, which is defined by the FAA as "the maximum speed in the takeoff at which the pilot must take the first 

action (e.g., apply brakes, reduce thrust, deploy speed brakes) to stop the airplane within the accelerate-stop 

distance"41.  Thus, V1 is a critical engine failure recognition speed, and can be used to determine whether or not the 

takeoff will continue, or result in a rejected takeoff (RTO).  V1 is dependent of factors such as aircraft weight, 

runway length, wing flap setting, engine thrust used and runway surface contamination.  If the takeoff is aborted 

after the aircraft has reached V1, this will likely result in a runway overrun, that is, the aircraft will stop at a point in 

excess of the runway.  Thus, V1 is also seen as the speed beyond which the takeoff should continue:  the engine 

failure is then handled as an airborne emergency. 

Prior to the takeoff procedure, a minimum of one person qualified to operate aircraft engines must be seated in a 

pilot’s seat when an aircraft engine is started, or running. Prior to taking the active runway for takeoff, the PF 

performs the following actions, and briefs the PNF with respect to: (1) special factors influencing this takeoff (wet 

runway, anti-icing requirements, crosswind, deviations from the norm, etc.), (2) verification of airspeed settings 

(bugs) and power settings, (3) verification of navigation equipment setup, (4) verification of initial flight clearance 

(headings, altitudes, etc.), and (5) review of the emergency return plan.  Thus, there must be a shared situation 

awareness regarding the contingency plan at this point. 

In this standard briefing of the emergency return plan, the issue of engine failure is discussed.  For takeoffs that 

experience any warning light or reason before 80 Knots-Indicated-Airspeed (KIAS), the takeoff is aborted24.  After 

exceeding this lower threshold, but before attaining V1, the takeoff is only aborted in the case of engine fire or 

failure, thrust reverser deployment, aircraft control problems and warning conditions.   

A conventional takeoff, whereby two humans fill the roles of the pilot flying and pilot not flying proceeds as 

follows.  Both pilots review any changes in the ATC clearance prior to initiating the Before Takeoff (BT) checklist. 

All Before Takeoff checklist items must be completed before the takeoff roll commences. Once the checklist is 

completed, the following tasks are performed (see Table 1 below).  Note that the aircraft parking brake must be 

released on the active runway, and that the takeoff power (approximately 95% N1, which is the revolutions per 

minute of the low pressure spool of the engine) must be set prior to attaining 60 KIAS. 

 

Task/Initiation Cue PF PNF 

Takeoff 
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Aircraft in position on the active 

runway. BT checklist completed 

and cleared for takeoff. 

Hold brakes. Advance power to 

takeoff N1/Engine Pressure 

Rating, per AFM.   

Call, “Power set, instruments 

stabilized.” Monitor engines and 

systems indications. 

PNF calls, “Power set, 

instruments stabilized.” 

Release brakes.  

Takeoff Roll 

Below 80 KIAS Maintain directional control Steady the control yoke with the 

right hand. (as  applicable to 

aircraft type) 

Positive airspeed indication    Call, “Airspeed alive” 

PNF calls, “Airspeed alive.”  Verify airspeed.  

At 80 KIAS  Verify 80 knots indicated on both 

PF and PNF airspeed indicators. 

Call, “80 knots cross-checked.” 

PNF calls, “80 knots 

crosschecked”. 

 

Move left hand from nose 

steering to control yoke and call, 

“My yoke”. (as applicable to 

aircraft type) 

 

PF calls “My yoke”. (as 

applicable to aircraft type) 

 Release control yoke. (as 

applicable to aircraft type) 

At V1  Call, “V1.” 

PNF calls, “V1.” Move right hand to control yoke.  

 

 

At VR  Call, “Rotate.” 

PNF calls, “Rotate.” Rotate aircraft to pitch attitude 

per AFM. 

 

Table 1  Nominal Takeoff Procedure24 

 

It can be seen that there is a great deal of interplay between the PF and PNF, especially in terms of affirming 

tasks and settings through callouts.  These callouts also serve to initiate the subsequent task in the procedure.  Thus, 

any tasks that are delegated to an automated PNF, performing the copilot role, must mimic this annunciation 

structure, in order to preserve situation awareness in the cockpit, and foster teamwork in the human-automation 

crew.    For example, the check at 80 knots (kts) serves to perform three functions:  (1) incapacitation check, (2) 

define the high and low speed RTO, and (3) an airspeed crosscheck.  Now, in the case of an engine failure at a speed 

of less than V1, but above the lower threshold speed of 80 kts, the following actions are taken. 
 

Task/Initiation Cue PF PNF 

Engine Out Rejected Takeoff 

 

Engine Out Detected    The PNF closely monitors 

essential instruments during the 

takeoff roll and immediately 

announce abnormalities or any 

adverse condition significantly 

affecting safety of flight.  Call 

“Engine Fire”, “Engine Failure” 

etc. 

PNF calls, “Engine Failure” 

below V1 (and above 80 kts) 

Call “Abandon”  and take control 

of the aircraft. 

 

PF calls, “Abandon” Close thrust levers and disengage 

simultaneously autothrottle. 

Verify thrust levers close and 

autothrottle disengaged. 

Call out omitted action items. 

Autothrottle disengaged Verify automatic RTO braking 

(above 90 kts) or take maximum 

Note the brakes on speed. Call 

“Autobrake Disarm” 
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manual braking (below 90 kts) as 

required if deceleration is not 

adequate or if Autobrake Disarm 

light is illuminated. 

-  Call out omitted action items. 

PNF calls, “Autobrake disarm” Raise speed brake lever. Call “Speedbrakes Up” 

 or 

Call “Speedbrakes Not Up” 

PNF calls, “Speedbrakes Up” Apply maximum reverse thrust 

consistent with runway 

conditions and continue 

maximum braking until certain 

airplane will stop on the runway. 

Verify thrust reverser 

Call out speed: “100 Kts, 80 kts, 

60 kts…” 

PNF calls, “10 Kts” Stop aircraft on runway heading 

or consider turning into wind if 

the takeoff was rejected due to 

fire warning. 

At alternating red and white 

runway lights call “900 meters” 

of runway remaining.  At steady 

red lights call “300 meters” of 

runway remaining 

Aircraft stopped Set Parking Brake Select Flaps 40 when parking 

brake is set.  Inform ATC 

including information on airplane 

position and alert if necessary the 

fire brigade 

Table 2 Contingency Procedures for Engine Out During Takeoff24 
 

Note that the contingency procedure is imbedded in the nominal procedure, and thus must be called from the 

nominal procedure.  Thus, the specification to call this contingency procedure, represented in the Soar framework, 

would look as follows.  Note that the “//” indicates a comment in the model, and that reserved keywords are in blue.  
sp {apply*nominal-takeoff-check 

(state <s> ^x 0 ^y 0 ^z 0 ^speed 0 ^runway active ^before-takeoff-check complete  ^ATC <clear> ^operator <o>) 

//check to see if aircraft in nominal position on active runway & before takeoff checklist is complete 

(<ATC> ^name cleared) 

// check to see if ATC has cleared aircraft for takeoff 

(<o> ^name nominal-takeoff-check) 

//verify the operator exists, (e.g., pilot or automation, has been assigned to the takeoff checklist) 

--> 

// perform actions to clear first step of checklist 

(verify ^name brakes ^value hold)  

// verify the brakes are in the hold position 

 (verify ^name power ^value 95%)  

// verify N1 is set to 95% 

(write|Power Set, Instruments Stabilized|) 

//annunciate power has been set, instrument readings have been verified 

 (monitor-engines ^engines <e>)  

(<e> ^number <n> ^health <h> 

//monitor the health of each engine 

 (<s> ^operator <o> + ) 

// propose next step on checklist 

(<o> ^name nominal-takeoff-check-1) 

} 

Figure 2 Soar production rule for the first row of the nominal takeoff checklist 
 

First, we specify the first step of the nominal takeoff checklist, which is encoded in the first row of Table 1.  In 

the first condition of the Soar model, we can see that the aircraft state is being checked so that its position (x,y,z) is 

on the center of the runway, that the aircraft is stationary (speed = 0), the runway is active, the before takeoff 

checklist has been completed, and ATC clearance is requested.  The second condition checks that the ATC clearance 

has been received, while the third checks that the nominal takeoff checklist procedure is the procedure being 

executed, and has had each task assigned to an operator.  The actions taken when these conditions are verified are as 

follows.  The, the brakes are verified as being in the hold position, the throttle is set to the 95% N1 value, the 
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message “Instrument Set, Stabilized” is annunciated, and the engine health is monitored.  Note that there is no 

specific operator bindings indicated in the task, it is only verified that there exists an operator performing each task.  

Thus, task allocation could easily occur by binding a specific operator (say automation), to a given task, in order to 

reflect a specific role allocation. 

The monitoring function for the engine is represented in Soar as follows. 
sp{apply*monitor-engine  

(state <e> ^health Failed ^speed <s> ^condition <c> ^operator <o>) 

//check to see if aircraft has a failed engine 

(<e> ^speed >=80 & <=V1) 

// check to see if aircraft speed is above 80 kts and below V1 

(<c> ^name nominal-takeoff-checklist) 

//verify that the nominal-takeoff-checklist is currently being executed 

(<o> ^name monitor-engine) 

//verify the operator exists for this task, (e.g., pilot or automation, has been assigned to the monitoring task) 

--> 

(contingency-engine-out ^engines<e> 

// call contingency checklist for engine out on takeoff below V1 but above 80kts 

(write|Engine Failed| <e>) 

//annunciate each engine that has failed 

(halt) 

/halt the nominal takeoff checklist 

} 

Figure 3 Soar production rule for engine monitoring 
 

This is the decision function that is used detect whether an engine has failed, and acts to determine whether if the 

engine out on takeoff contingency procedure needs to be called.  Note that a separate production rule dictates what 

happens if an engine has failed, but the aircraft speed is above V1.  The first step of the engine out contingency 

procedure is modeled in Soar as follows. 
sp{apply*contingency-engine-out  

(state <s> ^engine Failed ^condition <c> ^operator <o>) 

//check to see if aircraft has a failed engine 

(<c> ^speed >=80 & <=V1) 

// check to see if aircraft speed is above 80 kts and below V1 

verify nominal-takeoff-checklist ^<o> halt 

/check to see that nominal takeoff procedures have been halted for all operators 

(<o> ^name contingency_engine_out) 

//verify the operator exists for this contingency procedure, (e.g., pilot or automation, has been assigned to the task) 

--> 

(<o> ^control autopilot_off) 

// Decide to abort takeoff, and operator (human or automation) takes manual control of aircraft 

(write|Abandon|) 

//Annunciate that takeoff will be aborted 

(<s> ^operator <o> + ) 

// propose next step on checklist 

(<o> ^name contingency-engine-out-1) 

} 

Figure 4 Soar production rule for engine out on takeoff (speed below V1) 
 

This production rule fires when the aircraft has an engine fault detected, and is still at a speed below V1 (but 

above 80 kts).  It results in an aborted takeoff, and requires a specific bound operator (either the human or the 

automation) to then take control of the aircraft.  An annunciation of this abort action is also required. 

Production rules are generated for each step of the checklist, in order to create the Soar model of the nominal 

takeoff procedure, and the contingency engine out on takeoff procedure.  The Soar model can then be translated into 

a HIOA model, for a given set of task allocation (in this case, the automation is the PNF, in a copilot role).  This 

translation process can occur in either a semi-automated fashion (for simple rules), or by hand for more complex 

rules.  The translation of the monitoring task (executed by the automation) is specified in the HIOA language below. 
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hybridautomaton MonitorEngine(speed, V1 :PositiveReal, accel, decel: Real, P:IndexSet)  

vocabulary Monitor types 

 types Phase:  Enumeration [idle, monitoring, halted] 

 end 

 

     signature 

          input     Engine_1_Fail, Engine_ 2_Fail 

          output  Annunciation_1, Annunciation_2, Contingency_Engine_Out 

     

      states 

          phase:Phase:= idle; 

          Nominal_Takeoff_Check: Boolean := True; 

          engine_health [P]: Boolean: =  True; 

          ac_speed: PositiveReal:= speed; 

          ac_accel: Real := accel; 

          engine_out_decel: Real:= decel; 

          now: Real :=0; 

 

 

     transitions 

         input Engine_1_Fail 

               pre Engine_Health[1]= True  (ac_speed>80)  (ac_speed<V1) (phase = idle) 

               eff  phase = Monitoring; 

                     Engine_Health[1] = False; 

 

          input Engine_2_Fail 

               pre Engine_Health[2]= True  (ac_speed>80)  (ac_speed<V1) (phase = idle) 

               eff  phase = Monitoring; 

                     Engine_Health[2] = False; 

           

          output Annunciation_1, Contingency_Engine_Out 

               pre Engine_Health[1] = False  (speed>80)  (speed<V1) (phase = monitoring) 

               eff  phase = Halt; 

                      Nominal_Takeoff_Check = False; 

 

          output Annunciation_2, Contingency_Engine_Out 

               pre Engine_Health[2]= False  (speed>80)  (speed<V1) (phase = monitoring) 

               eff  phase = Halt; 

                      Nominal_Takeoff_Check = False; 

 

          trajectories 

               trajdef  idle 

                    invariant phase =idle; 

                    stop when Engine_1_Fail  Engine_2_Fail; 

                    evolve d(now) =1; 

                                d(ac_speed) = ac_accel; 

               trajdef  monitoring 

                    invariant phase =monitoring; 

                    stop when Engine_Health[1] = False  Engine_Health[2] = False; 

                    evolve d(now) =1; 

                                d(ac_speed) = (ac_accel - engine_out_decel); 

               trajdef  halt 

                    invariant phase =halt; 

                    evolve d(now) =1; 

Figure 5:  HIOA for Engine Monitor for Contingency Operation 
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This model is a direct translation of the Soar production rule seen in Fig. 3. Inputs regarding the state of each 

engine are received, and annunciations are output for failed engines.  The contingency for engine out on takeoff is 

invoked if the speed conditions are met (a separate, parallel automaton would call for a contingency maneuver the 

aircraft speed were above V1).  Note that the automaton models the continuous aircraft dynamics through 

trajectories, and is able to estimate the aircraft speed in the absence of sensor data.  Similar automata are created for 

each production rule, whether the human or automation executes them, and then all of these automata are composed. 

The property to be verified over the composed automata is that at no time will the contingency function not be 

invoked if an engine failure has been detected, and the aircraft speed is between 80 kts and V1.  The automated 

verification activity yielded a surprising counterexample, insomuch as Soar allows for concurrent execution of 

actions.  That is, if the automated agent was given the authority to halt the nominal takeoff procedure, but the human 

agent was given the responsibility of annunciating the engine failure(s), there would exist a brief time period where 

there was a mismatch in the system state across operators.  That is, the automation would be in the state whereby the 

nominal takeoff procedure was halted, and the contingency procedure was being executed, while the human would 

still be in the state where the nominal takeoff procedure checklist was being executed (at least until the engine 

failure annunciations were finished).  Thus, there would exist a finite closed interval of time where the engine failure 

had been detected, and the contingency procedure not invoked with respect to one of the operators.  Hence, the proof 

of the invariant generated a counterexample, which can be easily fixed by requiring a dwell time (lower bound on 

the execution time) for the ‘monitor-engine’ task. 

The full power of the HIOA formalism is required in order to allow for the evolution of continuous variables, 

such as the aircraft speed.  Specifically, when a continuous action, such as ‘reverse thrust’ or ‘braking’ is applied, 

the dynamics of the aircraft (and of the speed variable) evolve in a continuous fashion.  The HIOA formalism 

enables us to express state variables as differential equations, whose trajectories evolve in a continuous fashion.   

Several key insights were gained through modeling the nominal takeoff and contingency engine out on takeoff 

procedures.  They are summarized in the following section, and future avenues of research are outlined. 

VI. Insights and Conclusions 

A. Insights 

The first key insight concerned the development of specific safety constraints, resulting from the novel function 

allocation and role sets described in Section III.  As stated in Reference (22), function allocation must meet several 

crucial requirements, of which four are excerpted:  (1) Each agent must be allocated functions that it is capable of 

performing, (2) Each agent must be capable of performing its collective set of functions, (3) The function allocation 

must be realizable with reasonable teamwork,  and (4) The function allocation must support the dynamics of the 

work. Even if the assumption is made that human and automated agents execute tasks in an identical fashion, 

reallocation of authority (or responsibility) for a given task will likely impact the information flow between agents, 

especially if a monitoring task is generated due to an authority-responsibility mismatch.  More critically, if situation 

awareness is not fostered between agents, and an inconsistent state arises due to information latency or 

incorrectness, agents may execute conflicting tasks.  For instance, if a contingency is detected by one agent prior to 

the other agent’s detection, and there is insufficient communication (teamwork) or trust between agents, it is 

possible for agents to both believe they have authority for a given function (e.g., primary flight control) for a short 

period of time (and potentially during any hand-off situation).  

A second insight was derived through the verification activities that occurred on the Soar and HIOA models.  It 

became necessary to create specific safety oriented requirements and constraints for tasks and roles sets related to 

the functions of perception, actuation, communication and timing.  These were necessary refinements of the first two 

requirements in the previous paragraph, which were used to guarantee the feasibility of the task assignments.  These 

requirements were discovered throughout the verification activity, whereby counterexamples were encountered due 

to inconsistent system and agent states. These safety requirements were often conservative in nature, such as 

enforcing a minimum dwell time in a given task, in order for one agent to not get ahead of another agent in a series 

of interleaved tasks.  While this enforces the correct execution order, it acts to reduce efficiency in the cockpit, and 

may impact overall teamwork if one agent is perceived as waiting on another.   

Perception requirements are especially relevant to safety critical task execution.  Agents perceive the world 

differently, be they human or automation.  Additionally, different sources of information are accorded different 

levels of integrity depending on the nature of the agent, and thus influence decision making in an asymmetric 

fashion.  For example, in the case of an engine fire, an automated agent will accord more weight to a sensor reading, 

while a human agent is more likely to trust any visual cues that are present.  Moreover, while perception (and 

information) aid in fostering situation awareness, they are not identical constructs.  Thus, a human agent and an 
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automated agent can have identical states and be immersed in the same environment, yet believe themselves to be in 

different situations.  Thus, while a human pilot relies on a copilot to annunciate his previously taken action to 

confirm its execution, an automated system believes a task to be complete when it has implemented the action.  

Thus, annotating safety critical tasks with perception requirements, identifying sources of perception information, 

levels of information integrity, and feedback requirements, is essential. 

The generation of actuation requirements is often related to the physical capabilities of the executing agent.  

They can be tied into issues related to timing, whereby a human agent might apply an actuation input (e.g., 

continuous throttle) in a different fashion than an automated agent (e.g., step input throttle).  Alternatively, reaction 

times differ between human agents and automated agents for specific tasks; this also depends on the agent’s level of 

expertise.   

Similarly, communications requirements for safety critical tasks may be generated when interleaved task 

executions are permitted. Since multiple agents execute in parallel, it would be extremely inefficient to limit task 

execution to a serial fashion.  Therefore, it is necessary for the agents performing safety critical roles, for which they 

may not have previously held the authority, to annunciate both completed actions, in order to verify the execution, 

and the intent to perform any safety critical action.  Likewise, if a series of tasks are interdependent, it is efficacious 

to have a single agent possess the authority for these tasks, as additional communications requirements are generated 

for safety critical tasks, as well as potential monitoring requirements.  Interdependent tasks should be grouped 

together by functionality, and have their authority and responsibility assigned to a single agent in a single role set, in 

order to limit the number of communications requirements. 

Timing requirements are perhaps the most significant, as they touch on all of the previous requirements issues.  

Time is a factor that directly affects the feasibility of a task or function allocation, as humans and automation deal 

with a preponderance of deadlines occurring at the same time in a different fashion.  Furthermore, due to the 

dynamic environment in which the taskwork takes place, it is important to be able to assess workload, worst-case 

execution time, and environment or state dependent influences on how long it may take a task to complete. The 

execution of an identical sequence of tasks will take different times depending on the expertise of the agent, as well 

as on the number of handoffs in authority and responsibility occurring in the sequence. A common timing 

requirement on safety critical tasks is that they must be given sufficient time to execute, and must terminate 

correctly in a bounded of time.  Without this guarantee, safety critical monitoring or decision aiding tasks may 

worsen the situation they were designed to mitigate. Finally, many important timing attributes may only be revealed 

during actual operations, particularly when a function allocation requires strongly coupled interplay between agents. 

B. Conclusion and Future Work 

This work seeks to safely enable increasingly autonomous systems by aiding in the development of requirements 

that facilitate the transfer of authority and responsibility for tasks from human agents to automation in a provably 

safe manner. The authority and responsibility assignments associated with any task allocation paradigm should 

leverage the inherent ability (and model structure) of individual agents, thereby acting to increase the fault-tolerance, 

resiliency and safety of the overall system.   This issue was examined by conducting a verification activity to assess 

the emergent safety properties of a clearly defined, safety critical, operational scenario that possesses tasks that can 

be fluidly allocated between human and automated agents.  The work was done in the context of a reduced crew 

operational concept for cargo transportation.  This required that a non-traditional task allocation (including novel 

authority and responsibility assignments) be developed for the procedures executed in the operational scenario, and 

a spectrum of roles for the human and automation were proposed.  A standard pilot-copilot role set was selected for 

the human-automation team, and a safety critical contingency procedure was modeled, in the form of an engine out 

on takeoff.  Both the nominal takeoff and contingency engine out on takeoff procedures were modeled in the Soar 

cognitive architecture and HIOA formalisms, in order to evaluate the monitoring task that alerts for the selection of 

the contingency procedure.  Verification activities were then performed to determine whether or not the safety 

properties of the conventionally piloted procedures transferred to the increasingly autonomous system.  The 

verification activities lead to the development of several key insights regarding the implicit assumptions on agent 

capability.  It subsequently illustrated the usefulness of task annotations associated with perception, actuation, 

communication and timing requirements, and demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. 

A few caveats must be considered in light of these insights. The assessment case study of a contingency 

operation used operational procedures adapted from conventionally piloted aircraft.  There has been no evaluation of 

whether or not these baseline procedures are necessary and/or sufficient to ensure safety in an increasingly 

autonomous system, with reduced crew operations. While the verification activities on the HIOA and Soar models 

of these scenarios enabled an assessment of the transition of authority and responsibility for specifically identified 
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safety critical functions (such as the selection of a relevant contingency strategy etc.) between a human pilot and an 

automated agent, there has been no experimental study or workload analysis for the posited role set.   

This analysis is not performed with the goal of asserting what the optimal functional allocation might be, but 

rather with the aim of capturing and specifying the relevant safety properties that should be verified for the flight 

deck automation to operate in a provably safe manner in its operational context.  These requirements may also be 

used to inform the design of decision aiding devices.  

The use of the Soar cognitive architecture allows for the incorporation of learning strategies.  This will 

potentially enable a wide range of operational concepts involving increasingly autonomous systems to be assured in 

this framework.  Soar allows for the aggregation (chunking) of production rules, in order to learn from previous 

situations it has experienced.  Thus, these learning systems can potentially be continuously re-verified in this 

framework.   Future extension of this work involves creating an automated process to translate Soar production rules 

into HIOA models.  Currently, only the simplest formulae can be translated from Soar, through an intermediate 

theorem prover, to HIOA.  Additionally, the representation achieved from this translation process is not necessarily 

unique, which can lead differing runtimes taken to discharge proofs of invariants.  Avenues for standardizing this 

process, using a template approach, exhibit promise. Developing an automated process to translate the altered 

production rules and re-verify the HIOAs could be very advantageous in providing assurance for learning systems.   

Finally, a potential research direction involves investigating a mapping between the decision spaces of the 

human agent and the automated agent performing the same task. Points of discontinuity between the decision spaces 

may yield insights into safety critical task requirements, as well as shed light on the overall human contribution to 

safety.  
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